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Abstract:

Gamification is associated with using game elements in different contexts, and one of these is the educational
environment. The education area’s motivation for this concept assumes that gamification provides an alternative to motivate and engage students during the learning process. For this, it is common to use gamified
teaching platforms, wherein the experience of students and teachers using these platforms impacts the success of their adoption. This paper presents an evaluation of the Classcraft gamified learning platform, aiming
to investigate the User Experience (UX) and usability of this platform and how these elements influence its
acceptance. We performed an empirical study with a group of high school students to investigate how UXrelated factors influence platform acceptance. As a result, we identified that the students do not consider the
platform’s visual elements attractive, with insufficient stimulus for its use. Furthermore, we also noted the
platform’s low attractiveness and usability through the AttrakDiff results. These results show that using gamification in educational platforms does not mean it will reach a good level of acceptance. To achieve that, it is
essential to also look forward to the usability and UX of those platforms.

1

INTRODUCTION

Learning-focused gamification emerges as a possibility to connect school to young people by not focusing only on traditional forms of school assessments,
but using them combined with game mechanics to
promote experiences that involve students emotionally and cognitively (Anastasiadis et al., 2018). Thus,
gamification uses game design techniques, such as
aesthetics, mechanics, and dynamics, in non-game
contexts (Kapp, 2012).
The growing research in this area (Majuri et al.,
2018) can be explained by the potential of gamification to influence, engage and motivate people (Kapp,
2012). Along with it, the educational area pursues
pedagogical approaches that consider the cognitive
experiences of students. One of these approaches is
using technologies to improve learning (Broadbent
et al., 2020).
In this scenario, approaches using gamification are
increasingly present in educational processes (Tsay
et al., 2018). Thus, understanding which aspects and
factors influence pedagogical practices in a gamified
environment is important. The effectiveness of this
environment depends on factors such as acceptability

by users, adaptation to player profiles, and ease of environment’s use (Sanchez et al., 2017). These aspects
are directly related to the Usability (International Organization for Standardization, 2019) and User Experience (UX) concepts(Hassenzahl, 2018).
Thus, there is a need to evaluate gamified teaching platforms to discover the impacts on students’
experience and learning. Therefore, this paper aims
to investigate the UX and the usability of a gamified
teaching platform and discuss how these elements influence its acceptance. Thus, we intend to evaluate a
gamification platform from the UX and Usability perspective. Furthermore, this work can contribute to the
creation of techniques aimed to measure the quality
of gamification platforms and to serve as a basis for
creating guidelines for this type of platform.

2

BACKGROUND

2.1 Usability and UX
Usability is defined as “the extent to which a system,
product or service can be used by specified users to
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achieve specific goals effectively, efficiently and satisfyingly in a specified context of use” (International
Organization for Standardization, 2019). It is associated with: ease of learning, ease of remembering how
to perform the task after some time, speed in performing tasks, low error rate and user satisfaction (Nielsen,
1994). An interface that does not offer good usability is considered a problematic interface, which can
cause losses to the user and even the rejection of the
product or service (Monzón et al., 2020).
UX covers all aspects of the interaction with a
product, containing perceptions and responses, which
can be pragmatic aspects related to effective and efficient goals, and hedonic aspects related to users’
feelings and well-being (Hassenzahl, 2018). Several methods are available to assess usability and UX
(Rajeshkumar et al., 2013). One usability inspection technique is the Heuristic Evaluation proposed
by Nielsen [1994], which consists of an expert review
in which an expert in usability uses a set of 10 heuristics to identify and classify usability problems in the
interface.
A scale-type technique for evaluating UX is AttrakDiff (Hassenzahl, 2018), which captures users’
pragmatic and hedonic perceptions of a product after its use through a questionnaire containing semantic differential scales. This questionnaire has 28-word
pairs divided into 4 dimensions where the extremes
are opposite adjectives (e.g., “good-bad”, “clear confused”) ordered on a Likert scale of 7 points.
The mean values of the word pair groups result in
one value for each of the 4 dimensions: Pragmatic
Quality(PQ), Hedonic Quality - Identity(HQ-I), Hedonic Quality - Stimulation(HQ-S), and Attractiveness(ATT). PQ is associated with the ease with which
users can manipulate the software. HQ–I refers to the
user being able to identify with the software in a social context. HQ-S is related to people’s desire to develop their skills and psychological well-being, such
as feeling competent and connected to others (Hassenzahl, 2004). ATT summarizes the entire product
experience and is used to measure the global appeal
of a product and how it affects users’ judgment as a
whole (Hassenzahl, 2018).

2.2

Gamification in Education

The emergence of modern technologies and their
successful application in teaching and learning have
changed the educational system of schools and universities (Shen and Ho, 2020).The result of this ubiquitous digital environment, and the sheer volume
of their interaction with it, is that today’s students
think and process information fundamentally differ-
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ently from their predecessors (Prensky, 2001).
In this sense, approaches and methods that provide more active participation of students are increasingly important. The use of gamification, for example, improves the ability to learn new skills by
40% (Kiryakova et al., 2014). Furthermore, game approaches lead to a higher level of commitment and
motivation with the activities and processes that involve students (Castro et al., 2018).
While gamification techniques are adopted to support classroom content learning in specific areas, they
are also employed to pursue cross-cutting objectives
such as promoting participatory approaches, peer collaboration, self-guided learning, and homework assignment, thus making the assessment procedures
easier and effective. Besides that, gamification provides integration of exploratory learning approaches
and strengthens students’ creativity (Caponetto et al.,
2014).

2.3 The Classcraft Platform
Classcraft 1 is an educational multidisciplinary gamification platform that aims to promote collaboration
among students. Furthermore, it seeks to encourage learning through rewards in a role-playing game,
where people play characters in a fictional world with
its own Classcraft narrative. The platform allows
the teacher to create a dynamic and fun environment
for students by creating missions, it is also possible
to expand the game for parents, who can view their
children’s stats in class and assign points at home.
(Sanchez et al., 2017).

3

METHODOLOGY

To investigate the UX and usability of a gamified
learning platform and how these elements influence
its acceptance, we conducted a study on the Classcraft
Web version platform with a group of high school students.
The study consisted of five steps. In the selection
step, we defined the Classcraft platform as a tool to
be evaluated, as it is an established platform in the
market and used by schools in different countries. In
the usability assessment planning stage (Subsection
3.1), we defined the students’ tasks on the platform,
the Consent Form, the usability metrics, and the assessment technique. Also, at this stage, the participating students’ profile is defined. After that, we carried out the usability assessment of the platform with
1 Classcraft

website: https://www.classcraft.com/
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high school students. Next, we applied the AttrakDiff
questionnaire to assess users’ perceptions and emotions while using the platform.
We performed a heuristic inspection of the platform to identify which aspects of Nielsen’s (1994)
heuristics are affected. In this step, described in Subsection 4.3, we identified several usability problems.
Finally, in the analysis of results step, we organized
the results obtained in the previous stages in tables
and graphs for better visualization and analysis. We
present a discussion of the results in Section 5.

3.1

Usability Assessment Planning

To carry out the study, we defined criteria for students
participation considering the context of the COVID19 pandemic and social distancing. We selected ten
2nd and 3rd -year high school students from public and
private schools.
To prepare the assessment with students, we previously conducted a pilot test with a student who had
experience using the platform. From this pilot test, we
defined the following tasks: (1) create an account; (2)
customize a character; (3) access the missions’ menu;
(4) execute the first mission; (5) choose a pet; (6) buy
a skin; and (7) send a message to the teacher.
Also, for the clarification, protection, and preservation of participants’ image and data, we prepared
a Consent Form through the Google Forms platform
and the AttrakDiff technique through their online platform2 .
3.1.1

Usability Metrics

We defined the following usability metrics: task
completion time and the number of help requests.
These metrics define software product quality standards (ISO / IEC 25022: 2016, 2016). The first metric
allows assessing the efficiency of a system and finding out how long it takes the user to complete a given
task. The second metric allows assessing whether the
system is user-friendly.
In addition, we used the AttrakDiff evaluation
technique to evaluate the UX. We selected this technique because it allows the identification of qualities
inherent to the tool’s functionalities (pragmatic) and
aspects related to users’ emotions and pleasures (hedonic) (Hassenzahl, 2018). Moreover, this technique
is strongly related to visual aspects, which are relevant characteristics of a game.

2 http:

//www.attrakdiff.de

3.2 Usability Assessment
The study took place both on-site and online. We
conducted the face-to-face study with five students
in a public school class, respecting social distancing.
Regarding the online study, we conducted it through
videoconference with five students from public and
private schools. In both groups, we adopted the same
procedure. We started explaining (i) the motivation
for the study. As the students were underage, we
asked for (ii) their parents’ signature on the Consent
Form. Next, we presented the (iii) context of the
Classcraft platform, the (iv) tasks to be performed by
the students, and the (v) AttrakDiff technique.
Then, we prepared the environment for the execution of the study, requiring access to the platform
using a computer and a stopwatch to check the time
of each task. When conducting the study individually with each student through videoconference, we
requested authorization to record the computer screen
during the execution of the tasks. In this way, we collected usability metrics without the need for the student to time each task.
In the face-to-face application of the study, we instructed the students to register the amount of time for
each task on a stopwatch, as there was no program to
record computer screens and there was no permission
to install third-party software. In addition, we collected the number of help requests when performing
the elaborated tasks.
The assessment took 20 minutes, students answered 3 simple general knowledge questions to capture their experience with the platform rather than
their mastery of certain content. After using the tool,
the students answered the AttrakDiff questionnaire.
From this technique, we obtained insights about the
tasks performed by the participants and information
about the students’ acceptance of the platform.

4

RESULTS

4.1 Results Portfolio and Average
Values Diagram
Figure 1 shows the positioning of the mean values of
Pragmatic Quality (horizontal) and Hedonic Quality
(vertical). In addition, 2 rectangles in blue are shown.
The smallest (and darkest) rectangle represents the
average value of the evaluated dimensions, considering the user experience. The larger (and brighter)
rectangle represents the confidence interval showing
the intensity of how much users’ opinions converge or
diverge: the larger, the more divergent the opinions.
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Table 1: Data from the usability tests with the participants.

Table 2: Reference values for the performance of each task.
Time

Task 1
31s

Task 2
58s

Task 3
9s

Task 4
80s

Task 5
35s

Task 6
106s

Task 7
8s

The closer to zero the values of these attributes,
the more indifferent they are to the user. The mean
value for Pragmatic Quality (PQ) was 0.13 and 0.49
for Hedonic Quality (HQ). Note that both rectangles
are positioned in the “neutral” quadrant. The results
show a confidence value of 0.64 for PQ and 0.38 for
HQ, indicating that the confidence rectangle reveals
divergent opinions among users and shows perceptions about the platform that converges towards neutral.
In the Figure 2, we can see the mean values diagram assigned by users. It is observed that all points
were above or close to 0 (zero), indicating the UX
tends to be more neutral than positive. The PQ dimension obtained a score tending to neutral (0.13), indicating that the platform does not adequately support
its users in achieving their goals. The HQ-I dimension also received a score close to neutral (0.43), revealing that the participants did not identify well with
the platform.
The HQ-S dimension measures the originality,
stimulus, and how interesting the application is. The
score of 0.56, indicates that Classcraft arouses little
interest in users. Attractiveness (ATT) represents how
attractive the application is to the user and obtained a
0.36 score, which means users see the application as
unattractive.

4.2

Description of the Word Pairs

The results shown in the Figure 3 demonstrates divergent usage perceptions by users, but that at some point
converge to neutral. It can be translated as a feeling
of indifference.
It is possible to see that the PQ dimension had
a greater number of negative results. However, the
284

Figure 1: AttrakDiff: portfolio of results.

Figure 2: AttrakDiff: diagram of mean value of the dimensions.

points stay close to the neutral point, which means
that Classcraft tends to have poor pragmatic quality.
The data on HQ-I dimension suggest that the system
is somewhat connective, but divides opinions, as the
item “tacky - stylish” indicates the tool as “tacky”. On
the other hand, the item “unpresentable – presentable”
reveals that Classcraft is considered by users to be
“presentable”. Conversely, many perceptions are po-
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this, we expected to identify usability problems on
the interface. The inspectors mapped the problems
found according to the heuristics proposed by Nielsen
[1994] identifying 74 unique problems. Duplicates
were excluded and not accounted.
After discrimination and collection for each
heuristic, we obtain the following heuristics problem’s list: H1. Visibility of system status (8); H2.
Match between system and the real world (5); H3.
User control and freedom (9); H4. Consistency
and standards (23); H5. Error prevention (11); H6.
Recognition rather than recall (10); H7. Flexibility
and efficiency of use (3); H8. Aesthetic and minimalist design (2); H9. Help users recognize, diagnose,
and recover from errors (1); H10. Help and documentation (2).
There are a high number of problems referents to
the heuristics H4, H5, and H6 related to the lack of
confirmation messages before the user takes a critical action and the lack of standardization of icons and
nomenclatures on the platform’s pages, making the
platform difficult to navigate and understand.
Among the major violations of Nielsen’s heuristics (1994), the ones that most fit as justification for
the difficulty of using the platform and that are directly linked to the metrics are:
Figure 3: AttrakDiff: description of word pairs.

sitioned close to neutral, evidencing different points
of view about this dimension.
HQ-S dimension has its highlights in “unimaginative - creative” and in “dull - captivating” pairs,
pointing out that users considered the platform creative and captivating, but not very innovative. This
data indicates that despite not being stylish and not
pragmatic, being creative makes the system captivating for users. Finally, the ATT dimension presents a
sinuous behavior between the right and left sides of
the graph, showing that Classcraft has contradictory
attractiveness. It is “attractive”, but “disagreeable”; is
“inviting” and, at the same time, “bad”; it is “appealing” but “discouraging”. Such results reveal extreme
and inconsistent perceptions about the attractiveness
of the tool by users, and it supports the neutral character presented in the results’ portfolio (Figure 1).

4.3

Heuristic Evaluation

We performed the usability assessment after heuristic evaluation to understand the task execution time
discrepancy between students and whether this is related to problems of usability. Five expert inspectors with previous experience in usability assessment
performed heuristic evaluations on the platform, with

• H1. The lack of a menu with a list of completed
tasks and pending tasks. This lack of clear organization makes the user unaware of what activities
have already been done and what have not.
• H4. Although there is a pets menu, the pets acquisition and exchange are located in equipment
menu. Consequently, users spend a long time
finding the pet’s customization location, making
them believe that this platform function has not
been implemented yet.
• H4. Users cannot see the pets available for purchase in the pets menu, not even those already
purchased. In this way, the platform tricks the
user into recognizing an icon and not delivering
the expected action of the icon’s representation.
• H4. Most of the icons in the sidebar are barely
recognizable. The same occurs in other platform
parts, such as the tab to deliver activity. As the
icons do not follow universally recognized standards, users are confused all the time, making it
difficult to find basic platform tasks.
• H4. The field to answer a question/deliver activity
is not on the same tab as the question. This inconsistency makes the user click several times on the
screen looking for some field to answer, and even
believe that there is a problem with their computer
or the page loading.
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These items show a lack of consistency, which can
cause low platform effectiveness, as it makes it difficult for users to achieve the desired goals during use.
As it does not have a pattern similar to other systems,
this also impairs learning to use the platform.

5

DISCUSSION

The data presented in Table 1 shows that Task 4, carrying out the first mission, was the task in which the
students felt the most difficulty. It is the central task of
the platform, where students are expected to be able to
submit their work and receive rewards for progressing
through the game. It is also the environment in which
students have greater contact with gamification and
longer execution time (on average 140.2s) to respond
to the activities the teacher requested. Therefore, it is
a fundamental activity to assess the UX and system
usability.
The Task 4 panel consists of a simple interface
with a map of activities available to students. The
questions in the activities were of general knowledge.
Students did not need to worry about the solution but
to answer them as requested on the platform. Thus,
we considered that the difference in times (the shortest time being 37s and the longest being 4m33s) to
performing the tasks reflects the users’ understanding
of the platform and not their knowledge of the content. When visualizing the reference time (80s, Table
2), we expect this task to be a time-consuming task.
However, we did not expect half of the users to take
more than twice the reference time to complete this
task. Thus, we can say that participants’ delay is due
to a poor understanding of the platform. The inconsistencies of the tool (heuristic H4) pointed out by the
usability inspection evidenced this issue.
Another disparity observed in the results is concerning Task 2, which deals with character customization. We consider that the minimum (39s) and maximum (3m59s) time is due to the user’s interest in the
platform’s look and the avatar’s attractiveness, given
that the 3 participants who took the longest in this
task (3m59s, 3m20s, and 2m21s) experienced more
customizable items in their avatars than participants
who completed this task faster. Therefore, the longer
time spent on customization reflects the user’s interest in exploring the available options. It becomes even
more evident when we consider the reference time of
this task in Table 2 (58s). This low time is because the
person who carried out the pilot test already knew the
platform and did not bother to explore the character
customization options.
The fact is that, although the user was exploring
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all of the character’s customization options (in Tasks
2, 5, and 6), some of these tasks’ completion times are
excessively long. It can be an indication of usability
problems of the tool since the heuristic evaluation was
able to detect inconsistency problems in this part of
the customization present in the system. Among these
problems is the mistaken use of an icon whose action
when clicking on it does not correspond to what is expected. Moreover, this action is performed in another
part of the platform. As the icon does not act as expected, the attempt to make the platform more flexible through a shortcut led to an inconsistency that may
harm the use of the platform. This finding also reflects
the reason for the non-acceptance of Classcraft.
Task 7 was the only one where the participants
had no doubts and did not ask for help. It was also
the fastest task with an average completion time of
34.1s. It can reflect the consistency of the platform in
keeping the message icon pattern, as seen in other systems, making it easily recognizable by the user. The
non-recognition of icons, as seen in other parts of the
system, detracts from users’ performance on the platform, leaving them lost and confused. On the other
hand, maintaining icon consistency allows the user to
recognize rather than guess its meaning, making the
user experience smooth and intuitive.
Another easy task to perform was Account creation Task 1, which follows the standards of other
platforms, with an average of 56.8s. Thus, we observed that the simplest tasks are related to aspects
common to conventional systems, such as logging
into the system and sending a message. On the other
hand, the most complex tasks on the platform, which
required more time and more help (Tasks 4, 5, and
6), are related to the reward system and avatar customization. Furthermore, these tasks most represent
and use gamification elements and require a greater
interaction flow between the user and the platform.
From the metrics, most participants took a short
period to complete the tasks related to gamification.
There is a contrast concerning a few participants who
took a long time to complete these tasks, which generated a disparity between the minimum and maximum
time values for each task. Since the delay in customization tasks is due to the interest in customization and the difficulty of using the platform (as detected in the heuristic evaluation), participants who
took less time on these tasks may not feel attracted by
the gamification process and complete the activities
quickly without enjoying the visuals. The AttrakDiff
word pairs that measure the platform’s attractiveness
can evidence the results. They show that users perceive the platform as attractive and appealing but, on
the other hand, demotivating and unpleasant. Thus,
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the metrics reveal a trend of acceptance difficulty, and
AttrakDiff emphasizes this trend, indicating that the
tool’s gamification does not attract users.
The heuristic evaluation also evidenced these inferences. The results revealed many Consistency and
Standards (H4) problems in the tool. By observing
the pairs of words mentioned above, it is clear that
they reflect this idea of inconsistency, as they demonstrate contradictory perceptions about the attractiveness aspect of the system. Thus, the outcomes from
the AttrakDiff technique show that users considered
Classcraft an unattractive platform. The results indicate that low attractiveness causes a lack of motivation which, in turn, can hinder the learning process.
It is because learning is a complicated process, and
motivation is the hard rock of this process(Gopalan
et al., 2017). If there is no motivation, there is no good
learning process, and, as a consequence, students reject the tool.
We can verify by the “discouraging – motivating”
word pair in Figure 3, reaching a value of -1 in the
graph. We can also note by the mean values diagram
(Figure 2) that perceptions about the platform tend
to neutral regions, indicating that Classcraft doesn’t
arouse great interest in users. We can also observe
in the “unpleasant - pleasant” pair of Attractiveness
(ATT), in which users rated Classcraft as “unpleasant”.
In addition, the graph in Figure 3 reveals that the
tool has a low pragmatic (PQ) and hedonic (HQ-I
and HQ-S) quality with attractiveness that oscillates
between positive and negative opinions, emphasizing the inconsistent character captured by heuristic
inspections. It shows that the time values that were
higher than the reference time (Table 2) in some tasks
are not necessarily because they feel captivated or because they liked the gamification of the tool, but because of the problems encountered during its execution.
From the results presented in Section 4, we can
note the platform does not arouse the necessary stimulus for strong acceptance, as users classified the platform as mostly neutral, as can be seen in Figure 1.
An interesting point is found in the attractiveness of
AttrakDiff, where the results were divergent, showing that the platform is not seen as attractive by most
users. This is reflected in the hedonic quality part of
the tool, in which students rated Classcraft as “tacky”,
meaning something of little appeal.
Thus, the results indicate that, for the Classcraft
platform to have gamification capable of captivating
and stimulating students during the learning process,
it is necessary to review its attractiveness. Therefore,
the importance of a good gamification process is ver-

ified, not limited to its structuring, but considering
the pragmatic, hedonic, and attractiveness perceptions
of a learning platform, for the interaction and experience of use to be consistent and encourage users’ and
arouse their interest. So it is not worth using a gamified tool to support education if the user cannot use it
and does not feel attracted to it.
The results show that the platform’s cognitive
qualities are weak and not so relevant. However, the
standpoint of learning not only draws attention to cognition but also the students’ motivation and preference, which are among the fundamental factors for
effective and useful learning (Gopalan et al., 2017). It
means that not only the low cognitive quality of the
platform but also the lack of motivation due to the
lack of attractiveness, negatively influence the learning process. Since the platform Classcraft does not
arouse the students’ interest, its use as an education
supporting tool becomes compromised.

6

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented research that aimed to investigate the usability and UX of a gamified learning platform and how these factors influence its acceptance.
The results indicate that the students see the platform
as creative but tacky, which reverberates in the UX.
In addition, students do not find the visual elements
attractive, and AttrakDiff dimensions point to neutral,
which causes a feeling of indifference instead of acceptance.
The gamified environment is motivating for the
student, but the tool’s low attractiveness makes students negatively evaluate the platform. This behavior indicates that the UX of the platform is a decisive factor in educational tools that use gamification.
From an educational point of view, the demotivation
and the low pragmatic and hedonic qualities of the
Classcraft platform hamper the learning process, as
students do not see it as attractive and motivating. The
students lose interest if there is no motivation, which
negatively impacts the learning process. These factors reduce the platform’s potential as an educationsupporting tool.
Consequently, for users to accept a gamified platform, it is necessary also focus on the usability of elements that do not involve gamification, such as the
platform navigation itself. Thus, for a gamified platform to be accepted from the UX point of view, it
must have minimal attributes of hedonic quality, pragmatic quality and attractiveness tending towards positive scores, as these attributes generate encouragement, clarity, and aesthetic quality. In future works,
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we aim to create guidelines for developing these tools
and investigate the influence of variables such as age
and experience with games on students perceptions of
the UX conveyed by educational platforms.
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